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Software architecting is a highly knowledge-intensive
process demanding and producing a large and rich
amount of information. To remain competitive, compa-
nies and organizations working in the IT sector must be
able to manage this knowledge portfolio and effectively
exploit and reuse it. In the era of Web 2.0, knowl-
edge grids, social networking, global development and
semantic web, this working session addresses the prob-
lem of building a knowledge community in the field of
software architecture. To this end, we aim at exploring
the wishes of academics and industrial organizations,
on the one hand, and their boundaries on he other.
Our goal is to compare and contrast the inputs from
academia and industry, and gain a shared understand-
ing about what can be done now, and in the near future.
1. Introduction
Software architecting is a highly knowledge-
intensive process [13] demanding and producing a large
and rich amount of information. To remain competi-
tive, companies and organizations working in the IT
sector must be able to manage this knowledge portfo-
lio [4] and effectively exploit and reuse it. If not, ex-
pensive resources and significant investments must be
allocated to e.g. recollect forgotten information, and go
over previously decided (or discarded) architecture de-
sign options for which the rationale has been lost in the
gears of memory, time, or which left the company [12].
The knowledge about software architecture is rich
and multi-faceted, being domain- and organisation-
specific, crossing cultural and geographic boundaries,
and reflecting the creativity, initiative, experience and
investments of its creators.
In the last decade, the software architecture field un-
derwent a number of evolution steps. Firstly, software
architecture was considered as a blueprint to be used
for further development [14], modeling one software
system in terms of computational components and the
interactions among them. Secondly, the notion of soft-
ware architecture changed to guide the construction of
multiple systems [2] and to address the concerns of mul-
tiple stakeholders via a multi-view approach [9]. More
recently, the need to manage multiple configurations
of the same type of systems at the same time, resulted
in software product lines, or families of systems, for
which each individual product has its own product ar-
chitecture, and this must comply with the more generic
(and shared) properties defined in a common architec-
ture [11].
The next evolution step represents a fundamental
change in the notion of software architecture. By rec-
ognizing that architects are mainly decision makers,
software architecture can be seen as a set of design de-
cisions [3]. This definition covers a broader perspective
of the profession, trying to solve problems like gover-
nance of know-how within the company. Recent work
addresses an even broader definition, which focuses on
the complete knowledge produced around the software
architecting process, and its integration [1, 6, 7, 10, 13].
The software engineering community, both in indus-
try and academia, is therefore gradually acknowledging
capturing and codifying architectural knowledge as an
especially critical task. Furthermore, the codified ar-
chitecture know-how is seen as a valuable company as-
set, and therefore needs to be transferred in knowledge
bases. This approach would allow for efficient shar-
ing and reusing of architecture knowledge. However,
this codification strategy does not work in practice.
The people involved in the architecting process (who
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own the knowledge) often do not document it [8]: they
lack the motivation to document and maintain archi-
tecture knowledge as the benefits do not seem substan-
tial enough to justify the effort; they have a short-term
interest in the project and are thus uninterested in the
long-term architectural knowledge reuse; they some-
times make decisions without realizing it or without
reflecting explicitly upon them, as they are absorbed
in the creative flow of design; they are not used to, or
trained in documenting their decisions. To make mat-
ters worse, even when the architecture knowledge is
documented, it is often not sufficiently shared within
the organization: the knowledge is not disseminated to
the appropriate stakeholders; the recipients of knowl-
edge do not use it in their own tasks either intention-
ally or because there is no provision in the processes;
it is cumbersome to search and locate the appropriate
knowledge and adapt it in one’s needs etc.
Sharing knowledge is not easy to achieve, in partic-
ular in distributed and global projects. Some compa-
nies that participate in virtual communities like inner-
or open-source communities are starting to realize the
challenges of sharing the architectural knowledge be-
tween the communities. In specific, the vision of
a knowledge grid for making architectural knowledge
available within the distributed teams turns out to be
a rather cumbersome goal.
These issues can only be resolved by architectural
knowledge management strategies that support the
knowledge producers in efficiently documenting the
knowledge and the consumers in using it. These strate-
gies are required to convince the management that they
will receive a worthwhile return of investments, as well
as the employees that they can better perform their
daily work.
We mention here two promising industrial examples
of such strategies. The first comes from a large inter-
national organization offering business consulting, sys-
tems integration and IT&business process outsourcing
solutions worldwide. At the Dutch conference on soft-
ware architecture 2007, they presented an architecture
utilizing peer-to-peer, web service technologies & stan-
dards, and community-building principles to support
autonomous communities in industrial contexts. The
idea is to re-think on-line business as open communi-
ties. The architecture can offer a variety of business
services and business, integration and communication
patterns. The business actors can freely join a commu-
nity, regulated by the patterns they select (e.g. busi-
ness pattern offer-request, integration pattern scatter-
gather) and by the services they want to use (from
e-shopping to consulting or back-office management).
This initiative introduces innovation in combining the
openness of virtual communities, the flexibility of peer-
to-peer, and the necessary regulation via well-known
and trusted patterns.
A second example addresses knowledge as a valu-
able, industrial business asset. A large international
company with activities in the healthcare, lifestyle and
technology domains, recently re-focused the way they
develop software according to its observed commodifi-
cation: for most products, only a small part (5 to 10
percent) of the software is differentiating. The remain-
der is more or less a commodity. Effective and effi-
cient software development only focuses on producing
the differentiating parts. This motivates the industry
in turning part of their software into OSS and in ac-
tively participating in open communities to influence
the development of the commodity software to be inte-
grated with their products. Here architectural knowl-
edge is used to reason about the components to turn
into commodity, and to re-engineer the whole product
and enterprise architectures.
This working session aims at discussing the issues
around the effective and successful management of soft-
ware architectural knowledge. The discussion will pro-
vide a first step towards understanding the problems
and potential solutions of a knowledge community in
the field of software architecture. In particular, assum-
ing that we are willing to create such a global knowl-
edge community, we want to address two main ques-
tions:
• What is the relevant architectural knowledge we
want (and can) share?
• How can we share architectural knowledge?
The working session will attempt to answer these
questions in three steps:
• We will first outline and select the topics for dis-
cussion by prioritizing on the industrial needs and
wishes, as we aim at focusing on the problem of
architectural knowledge (AK) management in the
real world.
• We will then split into two working groups, indus-
try and academia, to discuss the topics. In this
way, the participants from the industry can ex-
press the challenges and promises they see in such
a knowledge community, the industrial obstacles,
and the existing solutions and current practice. In
a similar way, the participants from academia can
provide their perspective, together with the tech-
nological and research promises, results and chal-
lenges.
• At the end, a plenary session will put the pieces
together, so that the two perspectives can be com-
pared and contrasted.
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By comparing the two visions on a knowledge com-
munity in the field of software architecture, we can
hopefully gain a realistic understanding about how to
proceed in the dream of building such a community,
and a research agenda for future collaboration.
2. Discussion points
As pointed out in Section 1, the first main ques-
tion is, “What is the relevant architectural knowledge
we want (and can) share?”. This can be further de-
tailed as:
• Is it possible to define a shared body of knowledge
about software architecture?
• Is it possible to standardize the meta-models for
architecture knowledge through a generic core
meta-model?
• How to bridge the gaps between the different ar-
chitecture knowledge meta-models of various or-
ganizations?
• What are the different categories of architectural
knowledge? Is generalized, domain-, organiza-
tion-, or project-specific architectural knowledge
a good categorization?
• What is the boundary of architecture knowledge
in the problem space and in the solution space?
The second question is, “How can we share archi-
tectural knowledge?”. This can be further refined into:
• How can we deliver or make accessible the right
knowledge to the right person at any given point
in time? [5]. And what is the right knowledge?
• How can we realize the necessary knowledge man-
agement strategies?
• Can we build a common knowledge base for a web
community?
• What can the community contribute by populat-
ing the knowledge base?
• Do managers and architects realize the significance
of storing such architectural knowledge for their
architectural projects?
• How can we motivate the knowledge producers to
put the effort in documenting their knowledge?
• How open can the knowledge base be? Public ac-
cess or restricted to communities?
• What is the aim, goals and indented audience of
such a knowledge base?
• Can we initiate a wiki-based encyclopedia for ar-
chitectural knowledge?
• What are the relevant issues in populating such
architectural knowledge encyclopedia?
3. Possible contributions
We foresee the following possible inputs from the
industrial and academic participants.
3.1. Input from the Industry
• industrial experience, successes and failures (e.g.
in distributed architecting or global development)
• economics of architectural knowledge documenta-
tion and sharing
• industrial experimentation (including case studies
and pilot projects)
• existing meta-models of architectural knowledge
used formally or informally
• use cases currently applied in practice
• empirical evaluation and measurement of architec-
tural knowledge in organizations
• domain-specific architectural knowledge (includ-
ing views/viewpoints, aspects, etc.)
• domain-specific architectures
3.2. Input from Academia
• meta-models and ontologies for architectural
knowledge modeling
• discovery tools and techniques
• elicitation tools and techniques
• sharing tools and techniques
• integration of tools and techniques with current
software engineering processes
• conceptual issues in sharing and reusing architec-
tural knowledge
• standardization of architectural knowledge con-
cepts through international standards (e.g. IEEE
1471)
4. Expected Results
We expect several results from the working session:
1. The initial establishment of an architecture knowl-
edge community that is comprised of stakeholders
from both industry and academia. The working
session will form and maintain the links between
the community members through the WICSA
Wiki initially and later on through its own web
portal.
2. A report detailing the current state of the art with
the relevant problems, the main challenges compa-
nies need to overcome, and the solutions able to
meet the current needs of modern software archi-
tects. This report may be used in at least the
following two ways:
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(a) As a research agenda that is comprised of:
an overview of the state of practice; a list
of challenges and needs of industry partners;
future research directions to meet those chal-
lenges in order to improve current architect-
ing practices within the software architecture
knowledge community.
(b) As a “political” argument: demonstrating
the economics of AK management in an orga-
nization and making architectural knowledge
available to the community can serve to con-
vince managers about the expected benefits
of introducing and using such architectural
knowledge.
5. Related efforts
This working session is one among a number of ini-
tiatives towards the more efficient documentation and
sharing of architectural knowledge in the software ar-
chitecture field. Other related initiatives are:
• The IFIP WG 2.10 [www.softwarearchitecture-
portal.org], aims to further the practice of software
architecture by integrating software architecture
research and practice. The aspects of software
architecture within the working group’s scope
are: identifying common problems encountered by
practitioners, investigating notations, languages,
techniques, tools, and methodologies for improv-
ing the practice of software architecture, and train-
ing, education, and certification of software archi-
tects.
• The IASA repository [www.iasahome.org] pro-
vides contents and resources created by architects
for architects. IASA tries to create a global ar-
chitecture community of practicing architects and
allow that body to drive standards, according to
their needs and issues. The benefits to identify and
unify common perspectives in the industry instead
of standalone practices of IT architects is highly
recommended to face similar problems by sharing
architectural knowledge. Hence, the IASA pro-
vides an appropriate forum to meet the challenges
of the profession.
• The Architecture Handbook by Grady Booch
[www.booch.com/architecture] includes a collec-
tion of architecture documentation of many soft-
ware systems, forming a rich library of diverse sys-
tems, representing many different domains.
• Previous SHARK’06 and SHARK/ADI’07 work-
shops [www.cs.rug.nl/∼paris/SHARK-ADI2007]
have brought a number of open issues and solu-
tions for supporting architectural knowledge and
design rationale in software architecture. Various
papers published in these two workshops summa-
rize a significant part of the current state of the
art and efforts made in the field. Several authors
have contributed proactively for the success of the
past SHARK workshops.
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